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Susan, Region 9 Chair  

REGION 9 ASSEMBLY & CONVENTION 2013 

This year our R9 A&C took place in Israel – the same country where we had our very 1
st
 assembly 30 

years ago! We met on Wednesday, November 6 and the assembly continued till Friday, November 8. 

The convention took place on that Friday and Saturday. This year we had 32 OA members seated at 

the tables for the assembly – the R9 Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, Trustee, Parliamentarian, and 27 

representatives from  18 countries. Those countries were : England, Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, 

Greece, Ireland, Hungary, Belgium, Russia, Switzerland, Israel, Austria, Estonia, South Africa, 

Germany, Sweden, France, and Poland. We also had 14 visitors at the assembly who came from 

Poland, Austria, Italy, Greece, Israel, Denmark, Switzerland, South Africa, USA, and Canada.  And 

we got to hear the Serenity Prayer in 13 languages! 

We spoke about clear communication within R9; an ice breaker (to get to know one another a little bit 

better); R9 birthday celebration  (at the beginning and the end of the assembly); sponsorship readings; 

R9 trivia; 7
th
 tradition workshop; translations workshop; committee sessions; abstinence skit & 

questions; service position elections; voting on the countries to host the 2014 & 2015 R9 A&C; 

motions; the approval of the 2014 & 2015 budget; and a 5 minute writing exercise. We had a lot of 

laughs, and a lot of business. 

I was amazed at all the energy and enthusiasm that occurred during the assembly. We showed in 

practice the beauty of working together  -  the accomplishments that were made and the goals which 

were set. 

The convention included flags of every country and shares from several of our representatives. And 

we had a lot of 7
th
 tradition  going on.  No matter what language we spoke, we all spoke the same 

language – OA, and with love. 

I am happy to say that I will continue in the service position as R9 Chair for another term. I thank all 

of you who voted for me, and I hope to fulfil my duties to the best of my ability. 

Thank you all so much. 

Susan 

Region 9 Chair 

(a more detailed report can be found through the email and in the r9 website.) 
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Mette, Region 9 Secretary 

Region 9 Assembly & Convention 2013 Held in Israel 

 I feel blessed that I was able to make it to the Region 9 Assembly 2013 on time, 1 minute before we 

was to start!! This is how my Higher Power works for me when I pray for the ability to be useful to 

others. What more can I ask for? 

  When I entered the meeting room, I felt overwhelmed by all the love and happiness I met. The 

room looked beautiful arranged, and I felt immediately at home. 

  It was very exciting to see all the people I already knew, and to get to know all the Green Dots 

that attended the Assembly this year. I don't think we have ever welcomed 17! Green Dots before. 

That was huge, a big gift. It was also very rewarding to see that all the liaison work with countries not 

represented at the Assembly, had turned out to work so well! 

  What I love very much when I'm attending R9 Assemblies, is that I can feel my own growth 

from year to year, and I can see other people growing while they are there. I also think it is very 

exciting to meet some who I have met in different parts of the world during service/fun occasions, and 

suddenly here we are. 

  To me it was a big privilege to take minutes during the whole Assembly. It was the reward I 

got after all my very very hard work with preparing the Assembly Binder Material to all the 

attendants. While in that process, I felt very not-alone since I worked closely with R9 Chair. And now 

when I'm home again, I'm sure everything will turn out fine with finalizing everything for the minutes. 

  When the Assembly was over and the Convention started, I thought the convention meeting 

room was very beautiful with all the decorations and flags. The room itself, to me was perfect. The 

ceremony where all the countries went up the stage and grab their flags, was overwhelming. I was very 

proud of myself and proud that we all had put so much effort into making both the Assembly and the 

Convention such a success. Saying the Serenity Prayer in Danish and English is always indescribable 

to me. 

I want to thank all of you, I am very grateful that you made it all possible. 

Thank you OA Israel for hosting us this year. 

Thank you for allowing me to do service this way. 

Love in Service 

Mette 

Region 9 Secretary 

 

‘Today my physical weight loss is 123 pounds (56 kg), and my mental weight loss is immeasurable. I 

am happier than I have ever been and feel closer to God, others and myself. Tomorrow I will celebrate 

one year of abstinence, if God wills it. I thank God every day for showing me the OA ad instead of 

allowing me to kill myself. I know I am lucky to be led to OA. I don’t know why God chose me for this 

miracle, but I want to make sure I keep it’ Reprinted from Lifeline 

(http://www.oa.org/membersgroups/program-inspiration/recovery-story)  

 

 

http://www.oa.org/membersgroups/program-inspiration/recovery-story
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Isabella, Region 9 Treasurer  

Dear OA fellows! 

It has been great meeting so many of you at the A&C this year. Below you’ll find the various amounts 

collected at the assembly – 7
th
 Tradition, 7

th
 Tradition items, raffles, and contributions. At the 

assembly, we dealt in Euros, Pounds, Shekels, and Dollars but in order to make things easier I 

converted everything into Euros (except from the contributions). 

7
th

 Tradition 

Collected on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday:  € 407  

7
th

 Tradition items: 

Magnets: € 70 

Wristbands: € 596 

Newsletter: € 113 

Literature sale: € 101 

Raffles: 

The Lifeline Raffle: € 47 

50/50 Raffle, Friday: € 108 

50/50 Raffle Saturday: € 31 

Contributions from Service Bodies during the assembly 

€ 200, Xalandri IG, Greece 

$ 200, Russia 

$ 820, NSB Poland 

€ 200 French IG of Belgium  

ILS 50 from the former R9 treasurer in Israel (an interest due to a misunderstanding – an old R9 

account had never been closed and had generated interest). 

Since the Assembly, R9 has received € 1000 from the NSB Germany. 

 

Thank you for your generous contributions! 

I’d also like to thank the volunteers that helped selling raffle tickets and 7
th

 Tradition items; 

you’ve been doing a great job! 

Love in Service 

Isabella 

R9 Treasurer 

treasurer@oaregion9.org 

 

 

 IDEA: FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR TOOLS OF RECOVERY 

           http://www.oa.org/podcasts/overeaters-anonymous-podcast-23-tools-of-recovery/ 

 

 

 

http://www.oa.org/podcasts/overeaters-anonymous-podcast-23-tools-of-recovery/
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STEPS/TRADITIONS/CONCEPTS/GOODTOKNOW 

Steps 

10. Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong, promptly admitted it.  

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we 

understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that 

out.  

Traditions 

10. Overeaters Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the OA name ought never be 

drawn into public controversy.  

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we need always 

maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, films, television and other public 

media of communication.  

Concepts 

Concept Ten 

Service responsibility is balanced by carefully defined service authority; therefore, duplication of 

efforts is avoided. 

Concept Eleven 

Trustee administration of the World Service Office should always be assisted by the best standing 

committees, executives, staffs and consultants. 

Tips –  

  Identify  abstinent  sponsors  at  all  OA  events 

 Have  a  financial  workshop  in  your  Service  Body 

 Subscribe  to  Lifeline 

 Increase  your  funds / have  fundraisers  so  as  to  attend  World  Service  Business  

Conference 

 Now  Online:  Fourth-Quarter  Issue  of  A  Step  Ahead  &  2013  OA  Fellowship  Inventory  

 Small  Meetings?  Small  Towns?  Send  Your  Input  for  New  OA  Pamphlet 

 

WHAT’S NEW ON THE REGION 9 WEBSITE!  

 http://www.oaregion9.org/  
 

Take a look at our fabulous website! 

 

http://www.oa.org/category/whats-new/
http://www.oa.org/category/whats-new/
http://www.oa.org/category/whats-new/
http://www.oaregion9.org/
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Dates to remember: 

1. December 10, 2013 - New Business Motions and Bylaw Amendments due to WSO 

2. December 12, 2013 – Twelfth-Step-Within Day  

IMPORTANT DATE OF DECEMBER: INTERNATIONAL TWELFTH-STEP-WITHIN DAY 

Our Twelfth-Step-Within Committee would like to remind you the upcomingInternational 

Twelfth-Step-Within Day to be held on December 12th.  

The purpose of this day is to reach out to those within the Fellowship who are still suffering 
from compulsive eating behaviors. Here are some of the suggested actions we can do for that 
special day and… all year long!  

TWELFTH-STEP-WITHIN DAY HINTS 

What will you do to carry the message of recovery? 

 
 
1. Prepare special EVENTS (speakers, skit, marathon, ask-it-panel) 
2. Offer to drive someone to a meeting 
3. Circulate flyers “Is food is a problem for you?” with tear off 
hotline number 
4. Place some Lifeline in hospital, doctor’s waiting rooms, metro… 
5. Conduct “in-home meeting” for isolated or sick people 
6. Write an article and send it to Lifeline and R9 newsletter 
7. Call 12 newcomers 
8. Send 12 card “Miss you” to absentee members 
9. Offer to babysit for someone to attend a meeting 
10. Invite another group or past member to lunch or dinner 
11. Make 12 CALLS to members who no longer attend meetings 
12. SMILE at the meeting!!!!! 

 

3. December 30, 2013 - Delegate Registration Forms due to WSO 

4. January 18, 2014 – OA birthday 

12
th

 Reading on Sponsorship(ANSWER TO WHICH PIECE OF LITERATURE THIS IS COMING 

FROM ON PAGE: 11 ) 

My first meeting was one I will never forget; it was that inspiring for me. I had chosen a beginner's 

meeting where only the leader showed up, so it was one on one. I felt very comfortable sharing my 

story with her and listening to her describe the Twelve-Step program. The more I went the more I 

absorbed. My first year attending the meeting I was quiet and didn't share; instead, I listened. After a 

year, I got fed up with struggling with my disease, and I found a sponsor.  

It was a slow but uplifting process for me. I would not be here today if I hadn't made the choice to live 

life again. After choosing a sponsor, I committed to a food plan and a certain way of eating. Calling 

my sponsor every day, committing my food, going to meetings, and reading and following the Steps 

are a major part of my life now. 
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ASK-IT BASKET 

This R9 newsletter issue is using questions from the 2013 region 9 assembly… answers come from R9 

trustee & R9 board members.) 

 

Q. OA Poland – during translation of  the book “Abstinence”, we found sentence: “I share with my 

sponsor (…) on an online OA loop”. What does mean “online OA loop”? 

A  Usually a loop is a place where several people have access. Not everybody can be there only 

authorized ones with a code but this doesn't sound as a good place to share with my sponsor but maybe 

her sponsor is also on this loop so she can read her shadings as well as others.  

Q. Is that okay to take pictures during the assembly? 

A. To take pictures at OA events you have to ask permission of the members you are taking picture 

if they agree than there is no problem.  

Q. IDEA Day is the 3
rd

 Saturday of November. Can a group or intergroup postpone to the next Sunday 

this celebration? 

A. to have one day designated for the OA Fellowship gives us the chance to feel that togetherness, that 

unity, but if the specific day is not good for your Service Body, then another day/time is acceptable (to 

postpone is fine – what’s important is to celebrate this day!) 

 

Q. Can forum/chat with moderators be included in Polish OA website? If not, why? 

A.  We put on our list only OA meetings. Usually a loop is not an OA meeting because it is not 

meeting the Meeting definition that it has to be on the same time like a face to face meeting at  a 

virtual meeting all the attendees have to be and to speak or write at the same time. 

Q. How do you keep your abstinence fresh? 

A. By remembering that every day is a new day and I can keep my abstinence as long as I keep 

working the program. To have that enthusiasm, be open to new possibilities, to be able to keep 

learning, to know that the miracles are around me, to give service. 

Q  What can we understand the writing as tool of recovery? Is every writing a tool of recovery? Is 

writing on diet a tool? 

A. The tool of writing can be used in many ways. If it is writing answers to our step questions, writing 

down our feelings, writing our food plan, or many other things - as long as it can help us with our 

recovery - it is a great tool to use. 
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ARTICLES FROM REGION 9 MEMBERS  

Chani, Visitor  

Reflections from a Visitor 

Planning for this, weeks in advance, I was looking forward to finally getting a peek at "what all this 

business stuff is all about".  I'm embarrassed to say that I've been in OA for 15 years this month and I 

have only been giving service on the group level.  So, it was about time. 

  I didn't know what to expect.  I had no idea how this things are run.  The terminology is 

foreign. (Some of it still is, like what's the difference between a delegate and a representative…?) But 

what I understood very quickly was that I had no voice and no vote. (No voice, an outspoken COE like 

me??) Ok, but I do follow rules and I sat in the back and shut my mouth.  Expect for whispering with 

the other no v&vers. 

  All joking aside, this was an eye opening experience on all levels.  First of all I finally realized 

how much time, effort and caring each and every delegate (is that the right term?) put in. How many 

hours of preparation go into this tremendous service.  And the bottom line is that all this is being done 

so that I have an OA group to go to!So that the message of OA is out in the world for all. 

  I also realized that there's no "they" in OA, it's us, it's me.  It's my responsibly and privilege to 

take part, to be in service.  All levels of service are crucial.  It's not enough that "we have a really great 

meeting".   

  If I have to sum up in one word the atmosphere at the Assembly – it would be the word 

"RESPECT".  The sessions were run with respect for time.  People spoke with respect for the issues 

being discussed.  People respected "principles before personalities".  People respected the rules.  

People respected themselves and each other. 

  I was teary eyed just seeing the tables set up on the first day.  I was emotionally overcome 

when we all said the Serenity Prayer together.  My thoughts were actually with Bill W. looking at us 

from above and the happiness he must feel seeing how many people from all over the world are 

trudging the Road of Happy Destiny. 

Chani, Israel 

Meike, Green Dot  

I like the word Green Dot and I also like the fact that I’m not a Green Dot anymore. What an 

experience! I’m still impressed by all the things that have happened during the days of the Assembly. 

It has been ‘full on OA’  for a couple of days and there was little room for something else in my mind 

(which is exceptional because my mind can be very distract full ). There are a lot of things said and 

done that I can bring home to the meetings here in Holland. It has been inspiring  to meet people  from 

all over the world and within 5 minutes it feels like you have known them for a while. I was touched 

by the stories of the OA long timers and the fact that they kept coming back en still doing service is an 

inspiration. Thank you all for being there and for those short but meaningful interactions during the 

Assembly and Convention.   
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Debora, PI Chair  

Israël was amazing  

This adventure in Israël at the Region 9 assembly was amazing. I am blessed with recovery one day at 

a time. Today it is Tuesday and I am three days at home. Since the assembly I feel I received a new 

recovery by doing this service and I feel honored to chair this experience. I have met so many 

wonderful people in recovery. I have heard so many wonderful stories. I loved to exchange and 

interact with each country of the region9.  

  We have worked hard. The board even harder cause when we were in our break board 

members were still working to finish the budget. Wednesday I enjoyed helping do some service before 

the assembly started. It was a good way to settle in and to feel more at home. It was a great change to 

meet so nice people of Israël, feeling the culture. Hugging, laughing and exchanging stories. I had two 

greendots. They did a wonderful job. They understood more of the bylaws then me. I learned from 

them to. Thank you. While asking some questions I felt sad and was triggered in my emotions. I felt 

laughed at but this was something old. I thought I had worked it through the program. It was not. I am 

so thankful I had a Buddy at that moment to talk it through and see where was my responsibility. I am 

thankful I talked it through with the people who triggered it. It was an amazing loving interaction with 

tears and heartfullnes in a authentic way.  

  Thank you I had been giving the opportunity to do a workshop. In my head and before I 

prepared all and then I was at ease and I felt comfortable. I was fearless to do it. I had never hesitated 

of doubted about it. What in the beginning of my recovery would happen very much. But the nearer it 

came the colder and warmer I got. A peace of the disease came back. A peace of mindset that was not 

at ease. Where there is -fear to fail, -fear to let go and let God, -fear to just be at ease with myself, -fear 

of trusting the flow....I thought I was over this yet but I still have some work. My body reacted to the 

negative thinking. I was tense, cold and sweaty, high in my breathing and sharp in my voice.. I was 

breathing deeply as this usually helped me in the past. Making the way open to my HP. I thought that 

everybody would hear it and would see it. after the workshop I got lots of thank yous. Waauuuuhh I 

was thinking , haven’t they noticed anything? Well, when I feel like that I am very hard for myself and 

it is me that is the hardest at that moment and negative thinking is part of this disease. I am thankful I 

could have this experience and that people loved me anyway and anyhow.  

  I have read an old lifeline story about FEAR and I like the Acronium: “Facing everything and 

recover” and my sponsor would say: “even this will come to an end” while I would be in the middle of 

this. As I have another opportunity to work as a PI chair I have experienced lovely people choosing to 

help in this committee. During their break time they have helped me to decide and act over it. it was 

wonderful to meet them and I look forward working with them during the coming year. 

   In the last break before it was over I was thinking how fast these days went. I had to leave 

early and couldn't stay for the convention. I felt said leaving and saying goodbye to my 

Region9family. I feel tears coming while writing this down. You are all amazing and I love you all! I 

will miss you but I am glad I have my service as PI chair and will meet a part of this wonderful family 

on Skype again. 

 I look forward to Greece.  

Thank you all for meeting. Thank you Israël for hosting us.  

Warm regards in fellowship,  

Debora, PI Chair 
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FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8 - 5 MINUTES WRITING EXERCISE 

 

1
st
 question:  How has this experience of service at Region 9 Assembly changed you? 

 

 Appreciating my recovery more, acknowledging the importance of unity and practicing the 

1
st
 tradition we are not alone – we have each other. 

 This experience of service at Region 9 Assembly has strengthened my intention to continue 

service at this level. 

 It has helped me to apply in practice the spiritual principles of humility and love of others 

and to put principles above personalities! 

 I know now that I can perform my service duties much better than I was ever able to imagine 

before, and also just a few days ago! 

Green Dots 

 Humble - It made me feel very humble to see the level of commitment of the other people. 

 Grateful - It made me appreciate the hard work and all the efforts of everybody at this 

Assembly in Region 9. 

 I will never take anything in OA, or the existence of OA for granted. 

 Perseverance - Keep on keeping on even when tired and hungry and thirsty. 

 It has shown me that we have a voice – we participate in the decision-making (motions, 

amendments etc.) and I am impressed with the professional business-like way things are dealt 

with. 

2
nd

 question: What would you share with your sponsor or sponsee about giving service at this 

level? 

 Giving service at this level gives me the opportunity to be around many OA abstinent 

members, filled with enthusiasm, it fills my heart with love to be around these people. 

 Service is a vital tool of my recovery also the recovery of other OAer. It enables me to see, 

learn, and experience what others do. It also enables me to help others, so the chain is bonded 

– I give and got and so do you. 

 It was worth it all the way and recommend my sponsees to do service on this level to cause it 

helps a lot in the proces of recovery. I have had this chance to meet all these wonderful, 

loving people during doing business this service helps me recover I just got to hear what I 

needed to hear. 

Green Dots  

 That it's hard work, but very rewarding and enjoyable. That its only through the “WE” of this 

program that things get changed or progressed. There is no they and them only WE & US. 

And that it's important to take an active part in the administration of this program if it is to 

continue. 

 How much total devotion to OA I have seen in R9 members and how great it was to be with 

abstinent people who go to any lengths for recovery. 

 Of cause my enthusiasm about it. Also all the knowledge of recovery and the strong feeling 

of being part of a big and loving family. 
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ANSWER & IN SERVICE  

 

Answer to 12
th

 Reading on Sponsorship: “OA Members Come in All Sizes” pamphlet, page 6  

 

 

 

 

SERVICE IN 

Region 9 Board 

Trustee - Esti (Israel) 

Chair - Susan (Israel) 

Secretary - Mette (Denmark) 

Treasurer - Isabella (Sweden) 

Committee Chairs 

Literature and Translations - 

Irenne (Denmark) 

Twelfth Step Within - 

Catherine (Italy) 

Public Information - 

Debora (Belgium) 

Bylaws – 

Siobhan (Ireland) 

Electronic Communications - 

Perline (France) 

Finance – 

Isabella (Sweden) 

---- 

Banker - Stella (UK) 

Newsletter coordinator – 

Meike (The Netherlands)  

 

Region 9 Website 

World Service Website 
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mailto:translations@oaregion9.org
mailto:tsw@oaregion9.org
mailto:pi@oaregion9.org
mailto:bylaws@oaregion9.org
mailto:webmaster@oaregion9.org
mailto:newsletter@oaregion9.org
http://www.oaregion9.org/
http://www.oa.org/

